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Cunplu bathymetric features offshore of southern California have a pmncunccd effea upon the flow of the 
cllifomi. Undercurmu. Gcosughic dynamics and water mass characteristics are used to reveal the various 
paths of flow and spread of mdercunmt waters for a July 1985 nwcy. Undercurrent waters me identified by 
relatively high spiciners and low &solved oxygen at densities betwcm ut = 26.4 and 26.9 (-ux) to 400 m). A 
julikc core d Bow followr the ca~tinenul slopc within the California Bight and exits the tight through a gap in 
the S M ~  RarrConct Ridge. Mixturet that include undercurrent waters exit the bight through other gaps in the 
bathymetric ridge and ab0111 the Muthem end of h e  ridgr A i  evidenced by panems in the fields of geostrophic 
ammts and warn maas ch.ncteristics. buoflinic insabiljtiu develop about the ridge which result in the diver- 
sion of undemmmt waters offlhorr h e a t h  the California Current and into the offshore mesoscale eddy field. 
The offshore subsurface diversion of undercurrent waters and their inclusion in the offshore mesoscale eddy 
field a n  also found in the long-term mean dhtributims f a  July. 

1. INIRODUCTION 2. BACKGROUND 

The bottom topography off southern California has been The CC. a slow. h a d  equatornard flow, is the eastern limb of 
termed a continental borderland to distinguish it from the ordinary the large-scale anticyclonic gyre of the temperate North Pacific 
shelf-slope morphology found along most continental margins Ocean. The CC carries relatively cool, low-salinity waters of 
[Shepard and Emuy .  19411. Islands. shallow banks. basins. and subarctic origin to lower latitudes. On average. the core of the CC 
troughs form a complex bathymetric region extending from the has velocities of 0.10 to 0.15 m s-' and traces a path roughly 
coast to 200 lon offshore. The southern California coastline has a parallel to the California-Baja California coastline. Localized 
concave curvature between the headland at Point Conception to measurements of flow can exceed 0.5 m s-' [Davis. 19851. An 
the U.S.-Mexican border. As a whole. this region is referred to as instantaneous realization of the CC includes a tangle of meanders. 
the California Bight. The geographic-bathymetric d g u r a t i o n  eddies, and narrow jetlike flows and counterllows. The CC lies at 
of the bight e x m  a pronounced influence upon the local circula- varying distances off the coast, and at the latitude of the 
tion patterns and heme upon the distributions of physical [e.&. U.S.-Mexican border there is a strong shoreward component to 
Sverdrup and Fleming, 19411 and biological quantities [e.g.. the flow. In most seasons (especially summa) the flow splits; one 
Allen, 1945; Owen, 19801. During 1985 we conducted an oceano- branch turns and flows northward into the California Bight, 
graphic survey off southern California. The sampling grid was becoming the eastern limb of a cyclonic eddy centered about the 
designed to reveal the Mumce of the geographic-bathymetric offshore banks. Seasonally (fall and winter) a weak Inshore 
features upon the circulation of the California Current system Countercurrent (IC) develops at the surface along various portion6 
(CCS). especially the flow of the California Undercurrent (CU). of the coastline [Reid et d., 19581. At depth the CU c d e s  
The survey grid also includes station lines m s s  the core of the waters of subtropical origin poleward along the continental slope. 
California Current (CC) and transects an offshore dipole eddy These waters are relatively warm and saline and have low m m -  
[Simpson and LYM. this issue]. The station grid of this study trations of dissolved oxygen. The CU also demonstrates a well- 
differs considerably from that used by the California Cooperative defined seasonality and at times opposes the overlying d a c e  
Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) surveys in both its flow. Maps and sections of the long-term seasonal means of rela- 
spatial resolution and depth of sampling. The objectives of thic tive geostrophic velocity and distributions of ocean characteristics 
report are (1) to examine the spatial continuity of the CU through for the CCS are available in CalCOFI Atlas 30 [LYM et d.. 19821. 
the complex bathymeny of the bight, (2) to trace the poleward For a comprehensive review of the long-term seasonal, large-scale 
paths and offshore spread of waters of southern origin transported description of the CCS. the readex is referred to recent papas by 
by the CU. (3) to contrast this subsurface flow with the surface Hickey [1979], Chelton [19841. and Lynn andSLnpsm [19871 and 
flow, and (4) to compare these results with the long-term CalCOFI to important references of pioneering work given therein. 
mean conditions. The waters of the bight were first studied in derail by Sverdrup 

and Fleming [ 19411, who presented a very perceptive study based 
on a series of three cruises conducted in the spring and summer of 
1937. They identified a shallow poleward flow (that they termed 
the Southern California Counter h a t )  as part of a large 
cyclonic eddy. They recognized that this current is differmt from 
a deep poleward current (the CU) which carries characteristically 
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different water. They suggested that the topography of the bottom between 12 and 22 km, it is less than 12 km whae it was neces- 
plays a large part in determining the character of the currents. sary to accommodate narrow channels. Where bottom depth per- 
especially the subsurface c m n t s .  In an examination of the dif- mitted, conductivity-tempera~e~epth~xygen (CTDO2) (Neil 
ferent water masses. they identilied waters of northem and south- Brown Inc. Mark ID) casts were made to loo0 m (1200 m in the 
em origins and showed that part of the southem water flows eddy dipole). Within the bi& where bottom depth is mostly less 
through the deem gaps in the submerged ridge that projects than loo0 rn station transects begin and end at the 500-m irabath. 
south-southeast from Santa Rosa Island From there the flow con- All eight stations in the Santa Barbara Channel are less than 
tinues north. They also argued that large-Kale mixing must take 500 m. as are several stations near the outer banks. 
place between the CC and the countercurrents. They Beam transmission was measured at 660nm using a beam 
hypothesized that the mixing is brought about by eddies because transmissometer with a 25-an path length (Sea Tech. Inc.) 
their data showed that patches of water, of mostly southem origin. attached to the CTD. Beam transmission is a good indicator of 
were surrounded by water of mostly northem origin. concentration of suspended matter and is used to d i f f d a t e  near 

Direct measurements of the CU off c e n d  California were coastal water. having suspensoids of planhon and tcnigenous 
made by Reid [1962] using drifters tethered to drogues at 250 m. materials. from the more sterile oceanic waters. A 12-boule 
He found speeds of 0.23 m within 74 km of the coast Using a rosette was used to obtain temperme. salinity. and oxygen cali- 
profiling current meter, Wmster and Jones [1970] showed that the bration measurements for the ClD02 Dissolved oxygen titration 
CU off F'unta Colnea, northem Baja California, can manifest itself check samples w m  taken every fourth station or 60.43 stations in 
as a narrow (20 km) ribbon of flow having an average speed of all. Twelve samples PU cast were taken on 13 statim. and fom 
0.3 m 6'. The seasonal variation of the geostrophic velocity and or five samples were taka on the remaining 30 stations. oxygen 
associated characteristics of temperature. salinity. and dissolved probe measurments were -sed using an e x m e n t a l  algo- 
oxygen at levels of the CU were described for the d i a l  Cal- rithm developed with the assistance of the physical and Chemical 
COFI station lines, from central California to southem Baja Cali- ~ ~ O P F ' h i c  Data Fscility at Scripps Institution of Oceanogra- 
fornia, by Lynn and Simpson [1987]. CalCOFI line 90 bisects the PhY 610). A single set of CseffiCients Was applied to all Casts that 
California Bight and provides the long-term seasonal means for reduced the standard deviation between check samples and probe 
this smdy. The extensive CalCOFl data are most useful for exa- data to less than fo.1 d I,-'. Long-term experience has shown 
mining mesoscale to large-scale processes but lacks the spatial US that considerable problans can arise in the use of this style 
resolution necessary to examine bathymetric interactions with the oxygen probe. This particular data set, on the whole. lacked seri- 
flow of the CU in the bighs especially its continuity and path. ous problems and its application and interpretation herein is based 

on values of oxygen concentration and its gradients that greatly 
exceed any reasonable estimate of measurement or calibration 
error. 

3. THE ~ S E R V A n O N S  

The station positions for the RV Duvid Starr Jordan survey of 
July 11-27, 1985. are given in Figure 1. F'rincipal landmarks are 
identified in the caption. Within the California Bight, station lies 
are perpendicular to the local continental slope; they cross chan- 
nels and basins between islands. banks, and the mainland. West 
and southwest of the bight the station lines lie papendicular to the 
path of the CC as given by the long-term July mean pattern of 
dynamic height [Lynn ond Simpson. 19871. The double cross of 
stations west of 122OW overlays an eddy dipole observed in satel- 
lite surface temperature patterns for July 9. 1985 [Simpson and 
Lym, this issue]. Most of the spacing between stations varies 
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Fig. 1. Station positions of RV David Sun Jordon mise. July 1985. 
Numbers identify the following features: 1. Smta Barbua Channel; 2. 
Channel Islands (San Miguel. Smta Rou,  Santa CNZ, and Anacap); 3. 
San Nicolas Island; 4. Sanu Barban Island; 5. Sanu CwlLu bland; 6. 
San Clemmu bland: 7. Turner and Cones banks; and 8. R Conacpion. 
Rcman numenla identify atation linu u d  in rublegumt f i g w .  

4. BATHYMETRY AND ITS ON THE CALCUIAlTON 
OF DYNAMIC HElCnrr 

The Channel Islands (San Miguel. Santa Rosa, Santa Cxuz, and 
hacapa)  f a n  an east-west ridge that, at intermediate levels, 
divides the Santa Barbara Channel from the remainder of the Cali- 
fornia Bight (Figure 1). The westem boundaty of the bight is 
formed by a submerged ridge projecting equatorward from Santa 
Rosa Island and including San Nicolas Island and Cortes and 
Tamer banks. This latter ridge, referred to as the Smta 
Rosa-Cortes (SR-C) Ridge [Svcrdrup rmd Fleming, 19411 is per- 
forated by gaps of various deprhs. To m e  degree these bathy- 
metric features act as an impediment to the poleward-flowing CU. 

It is desirable to use the greatest reference pressure available 
for the reprcSentation of dynamic height on the assumption that 
the relief in the pressure field at the deepest level is insignificant 
(i.e.. that the absolute geostrophic velocities at this level are negli- 
gible for all practical purposes). It has long been held that a 
choice of 500 to 1M)o dbar (1 dbar = 10' Pa) is sufficient for 
estimating the flow of shallow currents in the eastern Nnth 
Pacific. A reference pressure of loo0 dbar (actually loo0 m, or 
approximately 1009dbar) is available for s ta t im west of the 
vicinity of the SR-C Ridge. Within the bight, however, the bot- 
tom depth is considerably less than loo0 m. The-re, 500 dbar has 
been chosen as a reference pressure. We present one set of maps 
of dynamic height using 500 dbar as a ref- pressure and a 
second set using loo0 dbar, each to be applied in the appropri.te 
region. where a comparison can be made. the differcncss 
between the two are exmnined. 

In three instances where an intermediate station in a linc failed 
to reach 1M)orn we have used interpolarion to 6ll in themissing 
values. We have also applied the method of exhapolltine the 



slope of deep isopleths of dynamic height [Montgomcr)r, 1941; 
Reid Md Manryla, 19761 where the depth at the station at the md 
of a station line does not rench IO00 m. These extrapolations are 
confined to stations that fall upon the slopes of the SR-C Ridge. 
There are not enough stations that reach 1O00 m within the bight 
to apply the method of extrapolation to those stations that fall 
along the coast. The results of this extrapolation of dynamic 
height are entirely consistent with the larger patterns. 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Pattern of Srvface Circulation 

The pattern of flow. as given by the dynamic height of the sea 
surface relative to 500 dbar (Figure h), shows that the core of the 
CC lies 90 to 170 km off Point Conception. Between 31"N and 
32'N the flow turns shoreward The cyclonic flow about the outer 
banks is the Southern California Eddy (SCE). Its center encircles 
San Nimlas Island The flow in the coastal mne is weekly qua- 
torward. The major features of the dishibution of salinity at the 
shallow salinity minimum reflect the pattern of surface flow 
(Figure 3). In general, the minimum in salinity is found at the 
sea surface north of Point Conception. South of Point Concep 
tion, saline surface waters of both the cmtral eastern North Pacific 
and the upwelled coastal waters mix with and override the low- 
salinity core of the CC to form a shallow subsurface minimum in 
the upper thermocline [Reid ef al.. 1958,19641. Except for a sin- 
gle station in the northwest m e r  of our station grid the salinity 
minimum in the CC is subsurface (20 to 75 m) (Figure 26). "he. 
shoreward sweep of the CC and the inshore limb of the SCE bring 
the shallow subsurface salinity minimum into the California 
Bight Upwelling in the center of the cyclonic SCE brings the 
minimum to the sea surface north and east of San Nimlas Island 
(indicated by asterisks in Figure 26). Thus upwelling within the 
SCE was stronger than along the coastal margin during the obser- 
vational period. 

Beam transmission provides an independent tracer of flow. 
Figure2c shows the depth integral of the beam attenuation 
coefficient for the upper 100 m. There is a very narrow tongue of 
relatively turbid water having values of integrated beam 
coefficient in excess of 12 lying immediately seaward of the S R C  
Ridge (Figure 2). In contrast to these turbid waters, the CC car- 
ries a broad tongue of relatively clear oceanic waters (values less 
than 8) which sweeps shoreward and penetrates into the middle of 
the bighr 

5.2. Pattern of Subswfiie Circulation 

The most energetic flow, indicated by closely-spaced contom 
of dynamic height at 250m relative to 500dbar (Figure34, 
occurs where the poleward-flowing CU hugs the codnental 
slope. The main flow of !he CU appears to exit the bight through 
the gap in the bathymeby between Santa Rosa Island and San 
Nicolas Island. The data also imply that p& of the CC at this 
level turns into the bight, swings polewad, and exits the bight 
through a gap south of San Nicolas Island where it then pins the 
CU. The dismbutions of salinity and dissolved oxygen on the sur- 
face where a, = 26.6 (Figures3b and 3c) show that the waters 
having the highest salinities (shaded for values above 34.2) and 
the lowest oxygens (shaded for values below 1.4 mL L-') are 
found along the path of the CU. These waters also arc found 
within the gap north of San Nicolas Island and extend nolthwest 
from there along the continental slope of the west m d  of the 
Channel Islands. Within most of the domain of the CU this a, 
surface lies between 260 and 300 m. Waters of nearly the same 
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Fig. 2. 
surfacc relative to 500db.r. ?be b a t h p c ~ y  in this and mlUCq~mt 
figures of dynamic height ia ahown rtipplea (b) Dimibution of UlLdty at 
the rhnllow ulinity minimum. Thc de@ d thia fcatun w u  g d y  less 
than 70 m. At eight mtimr (shown by uIeriaka) the minimmn ocwrrcd 
at the aurface. (c) Beun menuatim coefficient (Imiu of reciproUt mtm) 
inlcgnted over the upper 100 rn of the water column. B.thymeuy in this 
md subsequent figuru of disvibutianr ia haded black 

(a) Dynamic height (dynamic meten, or 10 mz a-') of the 

characteristics are found in the Santa Barbara Channel (Figure 3). 
The sill depth of the eastern end (230m) precludes signilicant 
flow at chis density. Some small flow, however, m y  occur up and 
over the sill. 

53.  Controlling B a t h y m e q  

Silhouettes of the controlling bathymeuy (Figure 4) s h w  that 
the sill depths in the gaps in the SR-C Ridge range between 362 
and 480m (excluding the shallow dip between the Cones md 
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ima (0.06 to 0.18 m s-') occur at depths of 65 to 550 m. Within 
the bight the relative geostrophic velocity is h o s t  totally pole 
wsrd (Figure 5. section a. There are two maxima; the one at the 
surface (0.18-0.24 m 6')  is the eastern l i b  of the SCE, and the 
other at 65 m (0.28 m s-') lies above the continental slope within 
the Sun Pedro Channel (between Santa Catalina Island and the 
mainland). The two pairs of stations that adjoin both sides of 
Santa Catalina have a deep poleward velocity maxhum, between 
200 and 240 m. The deep penetration of vertical shear evident in 
the San Pedro Channel suggests that there may be apprwiable 
slope to the pressure field at 500 dbar. Hence the velocity of the 
CU may be underestimated there. 

5.5. Dynamic Height Relative to loo0 dbm 

The dynamic height of the sea surface relative to lo00 dbar 
[see Simpson and Lynn, this issue, Figure 901 has some differ- 
ences &om the version using a 500dbar reference (Figure a). 
Greater differences, however, are more evident at the 250-m level 
(Figures 30 and 6). Overall. there is greater topographic relief 
when using the greater reference pressure. The enhanced gra- 
dients in dynamic height (relative to loo0 dbar) off San Diego and 
south of Santa Cruz Island reveal that the CU is stronger than that 
indicated by using the 5Wdbar reference pressure. At 250m 
over loo0 dbar the CC is Mt a conthuous flow. At this depth 
most of the equatornard flowing w m s  appear to tum about and 
join the poleward flow. The SCE is not found at this level. In its 
place there is westward flow through gaps in the SR-C Ridge. 
There is a strong cyclonic eddy (marked with an E in Figure 6) 
centered at 31'35'N, 119°40'W which diffm markedly from the 
surface pattern. This deep eddy has an elongated east-west 
configuration. 

5.6. Water Mars Characteristics 

Vertical sections of characteristics are dominated by the usual 
strong vertical gradients. An effective method to examine isopyc- 
nal distributions of water mass characteristics is to remove these 
smng diapycnal trends. This is done by calculating the 
anomalous differences between characteristic a w e s  (T versus S. 
O2 versus a,) for station data and specified mean characteristic 
c w e s .  The resulting anomalies can be plotted IS vaica l  sections 
and maps to reveal the distributions of the different water masses. 
We have chosen to create mean characteristic curves for the wre 
region of the CC as a basis for calculating the mmalies. This 
choice causes the largest anomalies in this data set to OCN in the 
CU. Figure 7 shows the location of 39 stations that were selected 

34.2 .IC ahdd.  (c) hygm ~ ) l l -  as most repremtative of the local CC for mating the mean 
curves. The stations selected fell within the broad southeastward 
flow of the CC as seen in the pattern of dynamic height 
(Figure2u). This selection excludes stations in the SCE and 
eddy E because they entrain coastal waters. Also excluded wen 

Fi .  3. 
nl.tive u) 5oo 
where uI = 26.6. sllinitiu grutcr 
cmtnti00 (mL L-') m the d a c e  where ul = 26.6. h y 8 m  leas thm 
1.4 mL L-' ia shaded. 

(a) ~ynmnic hcigh~ (dynamic me-. or lorn2 a-') at 
(*) s.linity (" excerr om 34,00 pu oll the 

Tamer banks). The sill depth in the gap between the islands of 
Santa Rosa and San Nicolas is 436 m. The opening at the western 
end of Santa Barbara Channel is dcep (474 m) and broad, while at 
the eastern end it is relatively shallow (230111) and more res- 
UiCtCd. 

5.4. Velocity Sectwnr 

The vertical sections of relative geostrophic velocity (Figure 5; 
locations shown in Figurel) in the regions west of the S R C  
Ridge exhibit bands of poleward and equatorward flow. The vert- 
ical maxima in equatonvard flow (0.16 to 0.24 m s-') oaur at the 
surface. Except for flow associated with the SCE. poleward IMX- 

stations in the northwest and within and about the eddy dipole 
because of sbung interleaving and entrainment of differing wster 
types. The cast data and calculated parameters for the 39 stations 
were intapolated and averaged at intervals of 0.01 in a,. The 
resulting c w e s  (heavy lines in Figures 8a and 8b) are smooth 
with VQY shallow inflections. The envelope of the variation of the 
39 stations (depicted by shading) is narrow. indicating that we 
have identified a local water mass. The charactaistic curves for 
station 19, located in the San Pedro Channel (Figure 7). are also 
shown in Figum 8a and 86 (light lines) for comparison. This sta- 
tion is rcprwntaive of near-coastal waters. Waters at station 19 
are Warmer and more saline than the 39-station average for any 
given density. Lmes of constant ul (labeled 23 thmugh 27) are 
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Fig. 5. Venial d c m  d &dvc gmstmphic velocity (in m s 8 ) .  Lncaticm of seaions arc given in Figure 1 @man 
nmenla). Velocitie~ grutath.n 0.06 m I-' M hitched (quatorward) and stippled (poleward). 

constant a, [Stomm~l, 1962; Mud, 19811. We calculate spiciness 
by the method of P. Flament (A note on seawater spiciness and 
diffusive stability, submitted to Deepsea Research, 1989). A 
concise mathematical definition of spiciness based upon 
Flament's daivation is given by Simpson and Lynn [this issue]. 
We use it as a tracer to measure the deviation of water characteris- 
tics finm a mean T-S curve. In this -text, waters having a posi- 
tive anomaly of spiciness are both warmer and more saline thw 
the chosen stand=& and vice versa. The deviation or anomaly of 
station 19 from the mean T-S curve at a level where 0, = 26.6 is 
shown in Figure 8a. This anomaly shows the difference between 
CC and CU waters (a, = 26.6 occurs at 260 m for station 19). At 
densities less than a, = 25.6, station 19 has higher values of dis- 
solved oxygen than the 39-station mean; at greata densities it is 

124. l ~ .  Iv ,21. Iz(r 119. ,~ , 1 ~  the reverse (Figure 86). CU waters at a, = 26.6 have an oxygen 
anomaly of approximately -1 mL L-'. 

Although station 19 is more spicy than the 39-station mean at 
any given density (Figure 8a). it has layers that are both more and 
less spicy as a function of depth (Figure 8c). This difference is a 
consequence of the ovaall upward tilt toward shore of the density 

given in Figure &. 'IRe set of lines that are n w l y  orthogonal to field in response to lmge-scale dynamics. If anomalies me corn- 
a, represents CQlttmt values of spiciness (labeled -1 h u g h  3). putsd using depth M the ordinate, the result combines the effects 
Spiciness (symbol z). a function of tunperatme and salinity. was of both the geosrrophic (vertical) displacement of the density field 
formulated to scale tanperature-salinity differences along lines of and the water mass differences seen in T-S diagrams. 

Fig. 6. Dyaunic h w t  (dynunic m-, 01 1OmZ S-2) i t  250 m 
to lW0 dbu. E da~w the a n l c r d  i subnuf.c+ eddy. 
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5.7. Vertical Scctwnv ofAncmalics 

The largest anomalies of spiciness (>3) and dissolved oxygen 
(e-9) occur in the sourhem put of the bight in layers a inmedi- 
ate depths (section III, Figure 9; location of sections given in Fig- 
ure 1). These and all otha uvrmalies reported herein am multi- 
plied by 10. Without funha speci6cati011, dissolved oxygen a m -  
maly is given M x 10 d L-', and spiciness anomaly is given in 
x 10 units of q. Peak values of positive spiciness uwmaly ocau 
near 350m. and those of negative oxygen anomaly OCCUT near 
230 m. These subsurface layers of extremes are also found out- 
side of the SR-C Ridge. off San Mguel Island (sectionI, Rg- 
me 9)  w h m  their extreme values (at reduced levels) are &ed 
within 60 Irm of the continental slope. Section II of Figurr 9 

offers a broader pmpxtive of the dishibution of a n d i e s .  It 
transects the entire bight near midpoint and also most of he CC 
and is approximately coincident with CalCOA line 90. Layers of 
subsurface anomaly exhema (positive spiciness and negative dis- 
solved oxygen) occur throughout the bight and bey& with the 
most extreme values found over the continental slope (in the San 
Pedro Channel). In this figure anomalous values (1 in spiciness 
and -3 in oxygen) extend over 280 km from shore (to station 157). 
In the surface domain (e75 m) the spiciness is particularly high. 
commmurate with the higher values of temperature and salinity 
caused by surface wmming and evaporation and/or mixing. The 
shallow waters also have grepter dissolved oxygen because of 
local biological and physical p s s e s .  Between the shallow and 
deep maxima in spiciness in the bight there is a minimum layer 
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which is more indicative of offshore waters. The oxygen anomaly 
pattern associated with the spiciness minimum layer differs from 
that of spiciness; the complex biological pro~e~ses  active there 
override the inhence of transport and lateral mixing. 

35’ 

34. 

5.8. Maps of Anomalies 

Four density layers, (I, = 25.6 to 26.0. 26.0 to 26.4. 26.4 to 
26.6. and 26.6 to 26.9. were selected for mapping the distribution 
of a n o d e s .  Average anomaly values within these layers, ratha 
than values at a specified (I, surface. were used to avoid variations 
associated with small-scale processes that cannot be resolved by 
the given station spacing. These layers are centered about depths 
of 80, 140, 200. and 350m, respectively (Figure9c) and 
hereinafter are referred to as layers 1 through 4. Layer 1 lies close 
enough to the surface that its characteristics are affected by 
diapycnal mixing as well as by lateral mixing and transport. 
whereas in the deeper layers lateral mixing and transport are the 
dominant processes. The anomalies of spiciness and dissolved 34. 

oxygen for layers 1 through 3 are given in Figures 10 through 12. 
Layer 4 is discussed but not shown. A map of acceleration poten- 
tial [Montgmwy,  1937; Montgomery and Stroup. 19621 for the oI 
surface found at depths that me intemediate within layer 1 is also 
presented (Figure loa). Maps of acceleration potential (in units of 
dynamic meters, or 10 m2 s-’) provide the patterns of geostrophic 
flow for surfaces of variable depth. 

5.8.1. Luyer 1 ((I, = 25.6 to 26.0). The pattern of geo- 
srrophic flow on the surface where (I, = 25.8 relative to loo0 dbar 
(Figure 1Oa) differs appreciably from that found at the sea surface 
relative to 500 dbar (Figure 20). This density surfax (midway m 
the depth range of layer 1) is found near 50-m depth both inshore 
and in the SCE. and near 100- to 150-m depth offshore. From the 
sea surface to this density surface there is an overall decrease in 
geostrophic flow within the CC proper. The mter  of the SCE has 
shifted southward from San Nicolas Island to the Tanner and 
Cortes banks. EddyE appears as a separate cyclonic eddy 
southwest of the SR-C Ridge. 

Within layer 1, relatively spicy (warm and saline) waters are 
found along the coast and within eddy E (Figure 106). The most 
extreme values of positive spiciness. >2. occur within the SCE 
and about the SR-C Ridge. The pattern within eddy E shows rela- 
tively spicy waters projecting westward from the southem end of 
the SRC Ridge. Waters of relatively low spiciness penetrate 
from the northwest m the core of the CC. The CC watus also 
have relatively high dissolved oxygen in layer 1 while the waters 
in the bight exhibit low oxygen. The distribution of oxygen an- Fie. 

.t the 
mdy. however. shows only a very we& co~espondence to that of S U ~ O ~  whcrc a, = z . 8  &tiw U) ]OM) h. E - d 

Of 4 .-Sed OYQ a Mge in al d 25.6 u) 26.0 (I.ya 1). pai- 
(Figure l l )  lies between 100 and 175 n~ In layer 2 the spiciest ~ m ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ # ) - ~  “ . q g m  -- 

a n a M h b e l o a r 4 ~  and least oxygenated waters occur along the coast, penetrating b ~ .  
northward from south of the intemational border. At slightly 
lesser values of the anomalies. spicy, low-oxygen waters lie along 
and on both sides of the SR-C Ridge and project westward from range of -,,,des -.  he 
the southem extent of the ridge. The zem contour of spicmess s p x m a  is 4 whore it hrd been 2 in I.yor2. Ths 
anomaly forms a mushmom-shaped pattern which extends into the w- that exd 2 are mnrjm~us along the arus h u g h  thc 
eddy dipole system [Simpson and Lynn. this issue]. The oxygen gap south of Santa Rosa Island and northward .long the SRC 
anomaly shows a similar symmetrical pattern. Waters having low Edge. The dissolved oxygen dedcit nrher its maximum V d W  
Values Of anomdies penetrate the Central bight from the at this level -14. The s y m m q  in thc dipole eddy U M m l d k d  
southwesL The distributions of spiciness and oxygen are very observed in layer 2 is absent in layer 3. 
similar. 5.8.4. Layer 4 ((I1 = 26.6 to 26.9). The middeph Of hyU 4 

5.8.3. Layer 3 ((I, = 26.4 to 26.6). The middepth of layer 3 (not shown) lies between 300 and 400 m Tk p.turn of the rpici- 
(Figure 12) lies between 200 and 260 m. Overall. the distribu- ness anomdy ii very rimil.r to th.t for ~IYU 3. diffsrine in 
tions of anomalies are similar to those of the layer 2, above. The that the mom.lies are slightly grutcr in h e  gap latth of Smta 
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Rosa Island and in the offshore pneaatiOn in the northern limb of At lesser dmsities the charmel is open to flow (Figures 10.11. and 
eddy E. While the overall pattan of the oxygen anomaly is simi- 12). other data [Kolpafk and Drake, 19851 provide rdditionnl 
lar to layer 3, the range is less thanhalf. evidence for a poleward. eubsucfe flow through the Santa Bar- 

barn Channel. We presume that the volume flow of the CU 
through the SR-C Ridge is umsidenbly gruta than that through 
the Santa Barbara chumel becnue of the greata restriction to 

6. DISCUSSION 

6.1. 
Undercurrent &Southern Calqornia 

the Califomin Undaclprart is the strongest umtinww flow at 
that depth. It follows the conthental slope throUgh the California The CU is identified in section XI of Figure 5 by the subsurface 
Bight and exits the bight through the noahamnort glp in the SR- maxima in poleward geostrophic velocity found at inmmcdintc 
C Ridge, and thcn continue3 poleward llong the continental slope. dcph within the San Pedro Channel (9.12 to 9.24 m s-l), 
The distributions of salinity and dissolved oxygen on the naf.cc immediately to the west of Smta Catatiru Island (>OM m s-') 
whae a, = 26.6 (Figures 3b and 3c) conhrm this path the con- and to the northwest of Tanm Bank (9.12 m 6-l). The poleward 
tinuity of the CU. The charectaistic ex~rmes of relatively high flow is, in f a  continuous ICIOSS the bight at these depths. h the 
saliity (hence relatively high tanpcnturr) and low oxygen and southem part of its path through the bight the strong core of the 
the decnase in their v d w s  along the path indicated by the CU underlies a weak, spatially incoherent coastal surfpcc flow 
dynamic height identify the waters as being Of Southern (Figure 2a). In the northem part of the bight and in the northcm- 
The dynamic height pauems at 250 m SUggcst rhar is pole most gap in the S R C  Ridge the CU underlies swng surface flow 
ward flow thmughout much of the rerminda of the bight, that is coinciduu in dirsaion urd .ssociated with the nonhem 
although at lesser speeds. urd that them is weslward flow out of limb of the SCE. W a l w . 6  beyond the glp, the CU turn# pole 
each of the gaps. M i  with w(LM that aUer the bight from ward (pipme 6) while the muface flow divides (Figun ?a); the 
offshore sourcea rsduceo the whwm values of wata ch.nctai& major portion of this surface flow is retained in the SCE. 
tics in the more aoutherly gap. Although there is a generd mespondcme of poleward flow in 

The density curface of 26.6 lies below the sill depth of the thebightbhvkntheseasurfsaand250m.thaeisconsidcnbk 
easmnenmnceoftheSmuBarbaraChmmel. Hencethissurface difference with depul in the derail of the pltmns of flow. In a 
does not show flow of the CU within the SmPBpbpl chmnel. matter of some tms of msl~a below the surface, drcul.tioa pat- 

Path and ConttUCiry of the Cd@r?&~ flow imposed by the eastQn6nmnce to the chmncl. 

Thedynamichdghtat250m~gures3uand6)revulsth.t ~h~~~,~~~~-"*w~Flow 



terns change (Figures20 and 100). Nesr 50-m depth a greats 
portion of the flow exiting the northern gap o ~ m s  poleward, and 
the center of the SCE shifts southward from San Nicolas Island to 
Cortes Bank. EddyE mlrvges and intensifies with increasing 
depth, while the SCE weakens (Figrrres loa and 6). At 250 m 
there is only a vestige of the SCE flow about Cortes Bank. 
The CU is both a MITOW energetic subsurface poleward flow 

concentrated over the continental slope and a broad weak pole- 
ward transport found out to 200 km from the coast The offshore 
CC is regarded as a relatively shallow flow [Reid et al., 19581. 
Theaerentdst.ahowthatat250mthemntinuityoftheCCis 
replaced by largely eddylike flow (Figure 6). At this depth the 
dyrumiC height indicues that much of the wfaters from the north 
and northwest fum .bout and p in  the CU at various latitudes. 

63. Corrcspcmdence of V r k i t y  a d  Anomaly 
POnffm 

There is a general correspondenEc between the high values of 
subsurface poleward flow (section a Figure 5) and high values of 
positive spiciness anomaly and negative oxygm anomaly 
(seaion II. Figure 9). The anomalies an greatest nesrest the con- 
tinental slope and, at slightly lessa values. are found in a layer at 
mtmmediate depths across the bight and immediately westward of 
the SR-C Ridge. Both the velocity s r m c ~ r r  and the anomaly pat- 
terns indicae the presence of a branch of the CU to the nonhwest 
of Tanner Bank. This finding is supported by the pattan of 
dynamic height at 250 m (Figure 6) where a mntour labeled 0.8 
dyn m passes Sm Clanente Island. exits the bight through a gap 
north of Tanner Bank, and continues poleward. A similar 
comspondcnce of flow and anomaly patterns is evident west of 
San Miguel Island (section I, Figures 5 and 9). 

An exception to the ccmespndace of patterns of extrema in 
velocity and anomalies OCCUI(I over the continental slope in 
section II, Figure 5. The velocity maximum there (0.24 to 0.28 m 
s-'). at 65-m depth is well above the depths of the extrema m 
anomalies and appears to be recirculation of mixed waters within 
the bight 

Of the two additional bodies of strong subsurface poleward 
flow in section ll, Figure 5. the one at a distance of 250 km fmm 
the coast is associated with anomalously spicy and low-oxygen 
water, and the other at 340 km is not (Figure 9). The one located 
at 250 km is apart of eddy E (Figure 6). At 250-m depth the g e u  
swhic  velocity p e p d i d a r  to this section is 0.1 1 to 0.12 m s-l 
in both limbs of eddyE. The subsurface velocity maximum 
locawl at 340-km distarre appears to be an eddy or meander car- 
rying typical CC waters. This feature is too close to the edge of 
the station grid to be resolved by these data. 

6A. The h e r d  Spread of CU Waters 

The four density layers chosen for the analysis of wate-r charac- 
teristics can be seen to encompass the range of depth of the layers 
of anomaly extranes (Figure 9). In the following discussion they 
an taken in sequence starting with the surface domain and layer 1. 

Eddy-induced upwelling and divergence within the cyclonic 
SCE disperses surface waters 60 as to eliminate the subsurface 
salinity minimum vi%) and bring relatively high salinity 
watas to the surface. The &nning of the salinity strucmre within 
the SCE and near-surface turbulent mixing arhanccs the Qwn- 
ward transport of heat from the surface and produces an isolated 
maximum in spiciness anomaly in layer 1 (Figurelob). Wind- 
induced upwelling mmbmed with surface heat exchange and vert- 
ical mixing may also account for the greater spiciness of this layer 

in the Santa Barbara Channel and in the coastal strip. The north- 
ward penetration within the center of the bight of water with spici- 
ness anomalies of <1 separates the effeds of coastal events from 
those of the SCE. The tongue of values greater thw 0.5 that po- 
jecrs offshore from the southern md of the S R C  Ridge must have 
formed as a result of offshore ernzpon. Eddy E is relatively well 
defined at this level (approximately 70 m). Further, the westem 
part of the tongue lies between 100 and 140 m and underlies the 
southeast uwsprt of the low-salinity core of the CC. In layer 1 
the spatial patterns of the anomalies of 6piciness and dissolved 
oxygen do not match, especially within the bight This condition 
suggesrs that local near-surfex processes, including biological 
processes. and vertical exchange have a significant effect upon the 
distributions and lateral hensport has a minor role. 

Layer 2 encompasses a v d c a l  minimum in spiciness anomaly 
over most of the survey area (Figure 9). The minimum is main- 
Lained by southward and onshore trwsport of CC waters which 
are relatively isolared from the most immediate effects of near- 
surface processes. Only within the coastal skip does the 
minimum lie above layer2. The relatively large spiciness MO- 

maly, >2, w d  large oxygen anomaly, <-a, entering the grid from 
south of San Diego at appoximately 122 m is the upper part of 
the CU water mass. The similarity of the patterns of the 
anomalies. their close match to the pattern of acceleration poten- 
tial (shorn only for layer 1). and the downstream gradation of 
these values from off San Diego along the general path of flow, all 
point toward lateral transport as the primary determinant of these 
PattemS. 

The magnitude of the anomalies in layer 3 (Figure 12) is about 
twice that of layer 2. The oxygen anomaly. m particular. has its 
largest range of extremes in layer3. from 6 in the CC waters 
entering from the northwest to -14 in the CU waters entCring from 
the southeast. This large range provides the strongest develop 
ment of the characteristic pattern of anomaly distribution, and this 
is the best of the four layers for tracing the flow of the CU. A 
core of large values of positive spiciness anomaly and negative 
oxygen anomaly, which gradually diminish along its path, follows 
the continental slope northward, across the bight south of the 
Channel Islands and out through the northern gap in the S R C  
Ridge where it tums northward again. Moderately large values of 
anomalies alm continue southward along the S R C  Ridge. then 
offshore in a tongue projecting westward from the Southern end of 
the ridge. CC waters from the north, identi6ed by anomalies of 
opposite sign to those of the CU. enter the grid from the 
northwest. Waters of intermediate anomaly values penetrate the 
center of the bight they do in shallower layers. but they have 
assumed more of the characteristics of CU water in this layer. 
h g e  values of anomalies, indicative of CU waters, also continue 
into the Ssnta Barbara Channel (which is open on its e a s m  end 
for most (but not all) of the depth range of layer 3. 

Layer 4 acompas8cs the deeper portion of CU water as 
identilied by water mass characteristics (Figure 9). The disnibu- 
uon patterns of anomalies are much the same s those in the over- 
lying waters. 

6.5. Eddy E 

The SCE is a shallow eddy with its nuximum velocities at the 
surface, whereas eddy E is deeply rooted with its maximum velo- 
cities at depths greater than 200 m. It does not appear. therefore. 
that these features have a direct association. Rather. eddyE 
appears to have developed from bsroclinif instabilities that are 
centered in the depth range of the CU. The pauems of geo- 
strophic circulation and anomalies provide strong evidmce that 



baroclinic instabilities develop in the CU at this locale as a result 
of the presence of the large bathymetric f-es in the S R C  
Ridge. The con6guration of eddy E and the offshore prottusion of 
waters of CU origin indicate a major offshore discharge of subsur- 
face waters of near-tal origin toward the region of the eddy 
dipole. 

At a position 250 km offshore in section 11 of Figure 5 there is 
a maximum in geostmphic velocity (M.18 m s-') at a depth of 
550m. The position of this W i g .  32"08'N, 120008W. falls 
between the northem limb of eddy E and the southern limb of an 
adjacent small anticyclonic eddy. At a depth of 500m the 
dynamic height relative to loo0 dbar (Figure 13) shows, in fact, 
that eddy E is relatively weak and the anticyclonic eddy is stmng. 

The line of stations that comprises section II (Figure 1) misses the 
center of eddy E (Figure 6). The geostmphic velocity d o n  for 
the line of stations that dou bisect eddy E (not shown) demon- 
strafe8 that the maximum in rotat id  velocity of eddy E occurs 
between 200 and 250 m a rmge of depth that includes the max- 
ima in the anomalies of spiciness and oxygen. At 500m and 
below, the S R C  Ridge appears as an unbmh submerged penin- 
sula Flow at 500 m (Figure 13) appears to enter the bight from 
the south along the continental margin. It must exit the bight 
am& the southm end of the SR-C Ridge, in the vicinity of the 
deep ~ t i c y o l o n i ~  eddy. The anticyclonic eddy, by virtue of its 
proximity to the SR-C Ridge md its spatial scale. may also have 
been created by a bnthymeuidy i n d d  instability in flow. 

6.6. Offshore Trampmt of CU Waters 

The offshore transport of CU waters that these survey data 
reveal is likely episodic in nature. "hefore  this single d i m -  
tion of flow and water mass distribution does not permit definitive 
conclusions as to its development md evolution. Our tindings 
combined with backgmund information do. however, provide 
some evidence as to the probable tum of events. In the vicinity of 
the international border the seasonally averaged CU attains its 
minimum strength (or disappears altogether) during April and 
undergoer its greatest inCnape during June and July [Lynn and 
StnpsaS 19871. We reason that the effect of the impediment of 
the S R C  Ridge on the CU is greatest during this period of sea- 
sonal htmsfication of baroclinic flow. The possible 
unnnuhion of CU wuen  at deph within the bight because of 
the consuiction of the gaps in the ridge would ultimately lead to 

the discharge of these waters around the southem end of the ridge. 
Interaction of the offshore discharge of CU waters with the 
offshore flow field could produce a feature like eddy E as well IIS 
the deeper anticyclonic eddy noted in Figure 13. 

CUderived waters form the core of the anticyclonic member of 
the eddy dipole [Simpson and Lynn, this issue]. This concentra- 
tion of anomalous waters within the anticyclonic member of the 
eddy dipole suggests that this system was generated near the con- 
tinental slope. The pattern of subsurface anomalies indicate a 
path between the southern end of the S R C  Ridge and the eddy 
dipole (Figures 11 and 12). Simpson et ul. [I9841 also found 
waters of CU origin within a monopole eddy in nearly the same 
location as the anticyclonic m e m k  of the dipole. These findings 
imply that undercurrent dynamics play a m i a l  role in the 
development of offshore mesoscale eddies. The patterns found in 
July 1985 provide circumstantial evidence which suggests that the 
eddy dipole was generated off the SR-C Ridge and migrated west- 
ward to its offshore position, leaving in its wake mixed waters 
which included some CU waters. A recurrent mesoscale eddy 
found off Sitka, Alaska. also contains waters within a similar 
depth-density realm that have characteristics indicating w origin 
of the shelf-slope region [Tabota, 19821 and similar observations 
were made of an eddy off Oregon in early 1978 [Huyer et al.. 
19841. A mathematical model of the Sitka eddy [Swurers and 
My& 19851 suggests that it is bathymetrically induced. 

6.7. Depth Offset of Extremes in Anomalies 
of Spiciness and Oxygen 

The relationship between the spiciness anomaly and oxygen 
anomaly is represented in Figure14 by vertical traces for sta- 
tion42, located immediately west of Santa Catalina Island (see 
Figure7). The previously defined four density layers arc indi- 
cated by five ticks on the zero axis. Below 60 m and at densities 
greater than 25.8 there is a strong negative comlation between the 
anomalies as expected for CU waters. Above 60 m the correlation 
is positive. This break point occurs at about the bottom of the 
thermocline-pycnocline and indicates the depth of penetration of 
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Fig. 14. Venial poslu of the anomalies of spidness (An) and dia- 
iolved oxygcn (A 9) fmn the 39-s1ation mean fa aution 42 (wen of 
snnu cualins Inland). 



local exchange processes and strong vertical mixing. At some 
other stations. especially those in the SCE the break point falls 
well into layer 1. At depths below this break point large-sde 
tansport and lateral mixing predominate. The negative correla- 
tion of anomalies is seen both in general form and in detail on a 
scale of 10 m. There is, however, a decreasing trend with h e a s -  
ing depth in the ratio of oxygen anomaly to SpiCiness anomaly. 
This trend causes the maximum oxygen m a l y  to occur at a 
shallower depth than that for the spicmess anomaly. This trend 
most likely is simply a consequence of basic differences in the 
v d c d  disuibutions of spiciness and dissolved oxygen of the CC 
and CU source waters. 

6.8. Cornpariron ofJuly 1985 With Long-Tern 
Mean 

JULY LTM - CALCOFI LINE 90 

o 
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In order to compare our results for July 1985 with the long- 
tenn mean (LTM). we used the 29-year mean July values of tem- IW 

perature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen for CalCOFI line90 
[Lym et ol., 19821 to compute spiciness and the anomalies of 3 zw 

The vertical sections of these anomalies (Figure 15) have a v d -  g MO 

cal exaggeration 8 times greater than for those presented earlier 
(Figures 5 and 9). Section II of Figure 9 nearly aligns with Cal- 4w 

COFI line 90 and extends westward to station 80. The full west- 
ward extent of the July 1985 grid reaches 570 km offshore, a posi- 5w 

tion between CalCOFI stations 100 and 110, and the locale of the 
39 stations used to create the mean CC chsractexishcs falls in the 
region of CalCOFI stations 60 to 90. The patterns of the LTM 
anomalies (Figure 15) are very similar to those found in 1985 
(Figure9). In parfcular. m the LTM as in 1985. waters having 
anomalies 2 1  in spiciness und <-3 in oxygen extend 300km 
offshore within layers 3 and 4; maximum values (>3 in spiciness 
and c-9 in oxygen) appear in the San Pedro Channel at about 
depths of 250 to 300 m. Spiciness is high in the surface waters. 
especially near the SRC Ridge (CalCOFI station 53). where high 
values penetrate downward into layer 1. Also, thae is an inter- 
mediate layer where spiciness is a minimum. Thus amditiom 
observed in 1985 can be accepted M t>pical of the menn, cspe- 

ment of CU c h a r d t i c s .  
Between 300 and 500 m at CalCOFI station 100. there is a 

separate body of water having anomalies >1 in spiciness and c-3 
in oxygen (Figures 150 and 156). This station is very near the 

cpiciness and dissolved oxygen from the 39-station spatial mean. $ B 

,W 

C 
4oo 

5oo 

cially the offshore extension of waters that carry a smng comple- DISTANCE I k d  

location of the dipole eddy system. The vertical =tion of LTM Fls 
J ~ Y  geostrophic velocity [LYM @ 41.. 1982, plate on p w  1531 (t& idy splPnur for  COR ~ 9 0  fm he 39+,uuon 

(a) vemd rcchon of uLoIIIaly lmg tLmr IIK.n 

conespcndmg to the LTh& Of temperantre md salinity demon- mean. Vanous denainea of hatching arc used for valuu of 1-3.3-15. md 
strates a pattern of flow including a weak reversal that associafes >IS. (b) The same as Figure 150. except for caygm. Valuu >3 and <-3 
it with the separate body of anomdous w w .  T & ~  tog*, are llBtly shad& valuer >9 md C-9 arc h u d y  shaded. (e) The ~plti.l mg'nve OxYW" mc- 

maly from F~gwed 150 .ad 15b. Conuun arc ldcntificd m key. %.dine 
surface signature of recurrent mesoscale eddies. Thus the findings ,,,lcII-s de -wy. 
attest to the r-mt nature of offshore mesoscale eddies at pe- 
f d  locations I S k s o n  et al.. 1984. 1986: LYM and SLnoson 

findings smngly suggest ht this feature is a sub -bhnon of POslt'VC V~~~ (JO an=ltY 

19871 d rtro&y suggest that the oftrhore &sport and'oddy 

is a common feature of the CCS. 
of cu-dcrived warn [simpson LyNc this Fgure 15c. in which all w a r n  that have a wmbined positive spi- 

cmess momaly and a mgarive oxygen anonialy are shaded. The 
density of shading is stepped for combinations of anomaly values 

6.9. Conparison Wah North Pocijc -ern 
Central Waters 

as given in rhe key. The maximum step, spiciness >3 and oxyga  
<-9, appears only over the continental slope between depths of 
230 and 300111. Within our chosen density layers then is no 

To the west, the North P r X c  Eastan Central waters have second source of waters having the same mm- combination of 
amxnalies of spicmess and dissolved oxygm which clearly dif- chsrrteristics as CU waras. (Seasonal and nonseasonal varia- 
ferentiue them from CC and CU waters (Figures 15u and 156). tions and dynamic events about the California Front, however, 
The distinguishing f e w  of CU waters are emphrsized in may occasionally produce such w a r n  within layer 1.) Thus the 



anomaly suuctures provide unambiguous evidence that both 
eddy E and the offshore eddy dipole contain CU waters. Neces- 
sarily, this implies a subsurface offshore transport mechanism. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Csliornia Undercurrent transports spicy (warm and 
saline). low-oxygen waters poleward through the California Bight. 
The subsurface velocity core of this current is associated with 
vertical and lateral extremes in water characteristics that arc 
readily d e h e d  by their anomalies from California Current waters. 
In July, at leash these extreme values of anomalies occur at 01 

near 0, = 26.6 and a depth of 275 m OVR the continental slope. 
The core. thus defined by flow and water characteristics, follows 
the continental slope within the bight, turns westward along the 
slopes south of the Channel Islands. exits the bight in the north- 
ernmost gap of the Santa Rosa-Cortes (SRC) Ridge, and then 
tums northward. At levels above the sill depth of the eastem end 
of the Santa Barbara Channel (230 m) and at densities somewhat 
less than a, = 26.6. a branch of the CU mtinm northward along 
the continental slope into the Santa Barbara Channel. 

At intermediate depths, typical of the CU, considerable 
portions of the CC waters turn cyclonically, mix with CU waters 
and join the CU. Thus there is both an energetic narrow core of 
poleward flow along the continental slope and a broad. somewhat 
slower. poleward flow that extends offshore to distances of the 
order of 100 to 150 km. 

In July 1985 the flow within the bight was almost every- 
where poleward. Branches of the CU in which its waters were 
diluted with offshore waters exited the bight through several gaps 
in the SR-C Ridge and merged again in a poleward flow. Part of 
the CU was diverted about the southern end of the ridge. There, 
eddying flow carried waters having a large component of CU 
water characteristics westward beneath the CC. 

4. Waters of CU origin are transported offshore h e a t h  the 
CC and are found in the offshore mesoscale eddy system [Simp- 
son and Lynn, this issue]. This transport appears to result from 
baroclinic instabilities in the CU caused by the bathymetry and the 
seasonal intensilication of flow. Distorted eddy-lie f a m e s  nesx 
the southern end of the S R C  Ridge are one manifestation of the 
baroclinic instabilities. The flow patterns of these features closely 
correspond to the dismbution patterns of CU water characteristics, 
and together they indicate the path of offshore transport to the 
offshore mesoscale eddy field. 

5. Circumstantial evidence suggests that the eddy dipole was 
generated off the SR-C Ridge and migrated westward. 

6. The major aspects of the conditions found in July 1985 
also appear in the long-term mean for July, including the magni- 
tude and distribution of CU water characteristic anomalies. the 
association of these anomalies with the density field. and the 
entrainment of CU waters into the offshore mesoscale eddy sys- 
tem. Thus the findings for July 1985 appear to be typical condi- 
tions. 

Long-term means of water characteristics in the eastem 
North Pacific show that the combination of relatively high spici- 
ness and low dissolved oxygen uniquely define CU waters at den- 
sities greater than a, = 26 in the Caliiomia Current system. 

8. In some instances. a reference pressure of 500 dbar for the 
calculation of dynamic height off California does not provide an 
&equate representation of the strength and pattern of geostrophic 
flow. A very active pattern of geostrophic flow was observed at 
500 m referred to loo0 dbar in July 1985. 

2. 

3. 
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